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This book explains how impacted teeth can be erupted and move into the dental arch. It presents

the rationale and indications for third molar extraction along with comprehensive information on

radiographic examinations, anesthesia, surgical protocol, and germectomy. The authors present

step-by-step procedures for establishing a precise anatomical diagnosis, restoring eruptive

pathways, making room in the dental arch, locating the impacted tooth, and developing effective

appliances.
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This book is somewhat helpful but has the same problem as most other texts surgical extractions:

each extraction technique is covered in only one or two pictures of the crucial

sectioning-and-elevating steps--and each of those always go perfectly. (Am I the only dentist who's

ever missed a furcation while sectioning, sheared off the back of the crown, and been left digging?

Apparently so, because the authors give no mention of it.) While the text does a good job at

teaching you how to evaluate and map out a game plan for extracting 3rd molars, the actual

execution of the procedure is insufficiently demonstrated. The authors show perfectly-bisectioned

teeth, but give little guidance on landmarks or handpiece orientation during the sectioning

process--and any semi-experienced exodontist knows that the hard part is not deciding to section

through the furcation, but actually doing it. I was hoping that this book would give more tips and

tricks to handle those extractions that do not go "textbook," but it does not.However, the book does

have some good ideas about flap design, helpful reviews of anatomy, and some of the techniques



used by the French surgeons were novel to this American dentist (contra-angled surgical

handpieces are definitely something I'd like to have in my clinic). Don't buy this book and think that

you're going to be able to cut out 3rds like an oral surgeon. You will learn a few things, but this book

will not help you out when the extraction has already headed south.

Dental school does not often adequately teach the removal of impacted wisdom teeth to its

students. If the general dentist wishes to learn this set of skill, a course on the subject or good book

with plentiful illustrations is the begining. Here is the good book! The book is loaded with large color

photographs of techniques to remove both impacted maxillary and mandibular molars. The text that

accompanies the photos is helpful as well. All types of impactions are discussed and demonstrated

through the text and photos. This is as good as any book I have read on the topic. The only

drawback I experienced is the mechanics in how to use certain root elevators. They are mentioned

in the text, but the actual pictures on how to use the instruments is not present. This addition would

have made this a 5-star book text. (The book is written by two French dental authors, but the

techniques demonstrated apply worldwide.At the very least, this book is a sound introduction to third

molar removal.konedog

VERY GOOD BOOK SHOWING TECHNIQUES OF WISDOM TEETH SURGERY WITH VERY

CLEAR ILLUSTRATIONS.EXCELLENT FOR GENERAL DENTISTS INTERESTED IN WISDOM

TEETH EXTRACTIONS.

Awesome product for a good price.
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